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Abstract
Internet has taken major role in our communication infrastructure. Such that requirement of
internet availability and reliability has increasing accordingly. The major network failure reasons are failure
of node and failure of link among the nodes. This can reduce the performance of major applications in an
IP networks. The network recovery should be fast enough so that service interruption of link or node
failure. The new path taken by the diverted traffic can be computed either at the time of failures or before
failures. These mechanisms are known as Reactive and Proactive protocols respectively. In this paper, we
surveyed reactive and proactive protocols mechanisms for IP network recovery.
Keywords: Proactive protocol, Reactive protocol, IP network recovery

1. Introduction
Network which contains many network components of both hardware and software can
incur failures due to one (or even multiple) of its contained components incurs a failure, as
shown in Figure 1. Ranging from the largest to the smallest and from hardware to software,
network failures can be divided into the following categories [1] [2]:

Figure 1. IP Network Failure Classification

Control plane failure
This type of failure is mainly related to software, i.e., network control plane software. For
example, in a GMPLS-based network which is made up of a control plane and data plane, the
control plane failure would lose the control of the data plane, which means that we cannot
establish new service connections, or terminate or modify an existing service connections within
the data plane, even though the existing connections can still perform normally to carry user’s
data [3].
Sub network failure
This is a type failure occurred with a regional sub network that commonly shares a risk,
e.g., a region that has high occurring frequency of earthquake. In addition, some large disasters
such as flooding, tsunami, etc. can also disable a regional sub network [4].
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Node failure
This is a type of failure occurred with a single network node. The reasons for this kind of
failure include accidents or disasters at a network operational center, such as power shutdown
due to fire, flooding, etc [5].
Network card failure
Network card failure is a type of failure under the umbrella of the node failure type.
Link failure
link failure in general is the most common network failure that occurs due to fiber cut.
SRLG failure
SRLG failure is a generic concept to define all types of network failures whenever a
common SRLG incurs a failure. Here a SRLG can be a fiber link, node, sub network, or control
plane, etc.
Single failure and multiple failures
In general network failure implies a single network failure because network failure
normally seldom occurs. However, under some situations, there can be more than failure
occurring with a network. This kind of situation is called multiple failures [6] [7].

2. Proactive Protocols
Number of techniques has been proposed for local and fast protection in IP networks. It
doesn’t require any notification to neighbor node after failure. A router on detection of failure will
redirect traffic to backup paths right away instead of waiting for the completion of network-wide
routing convergence [8] [9].
O2 Routing
A network is configured in such a manner that all nodes have two valid next-hops to all
destinations. Traffic is split between the next-hops in the normal case, and they function as
backup for each other in case of a failure. To avoid loops, some links are excluded from packet
forwarding for certain destinations in the normal case, and are only used as backup. O2
requires well connected network topology to give complete protection [10].
Failure Insensitive Routing (FIR)
In FIR mechanism, routers are not explicitly made aware of a failure through notification
messages. Instead, they infer that a link failure if a packet for a given destination arrives at an
unusual interface.
Loop Free Alternatives
The basic idea behind Loop Free Alternates is to use a precompiled alternate next hop
that will not loop the packets back to the detecting node or to the failure in the event of a link
failure so that traffic can be routed through this alternate next hop when a failure is detected
[20].
NotVia Addresses
To protect against the failure of a component P, a special not via address is created for
this component at each of P‘s neighbors. Forwarding tables are then calculated for these
addresses without using the protected component. This way, all nodes get a path to each of P‘s
neighbors, without passing through (“Not-via”) P. It is complex because it uses tunneling [19].
Multiple Routing Configurations (MRC)
Multiple Routing Configurations (MRC) is a proactive and local protection mechanism.
MRC is based on enervating back up configurations. Back up configurations are generated in
such a way that for all links and nodes in the network, there is a configuration where that link or
node is not used to forward traffic. Thus, for any single link or node failure, there will exist a
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configuration that will route the traffic to its destination on a path that avoids the failed element
[10] [11].

3. Reactive Protocols
In this type of routing protocol, each node in a network discovers or maintains a route
based on-demand. It floods a control message by global broadcast during discovering a route
and when route is discovered then bandwidth is used for data transmission [18]. The main
advantage is that this protocol needs less touting information but the disadvantages are that it
produces huge control packets due to route discovery during topology changes which occurs
frequently in MANETs and it incurs higher latency. The examples of this type of protocol are
Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [12] [13].
3.1. Ad-hoc On demand Distance Vector (AODV)
AODV is distance vector type routing where it does not involve nodes to maintain routes
to destination that are not on active path. As long as end points are valid AODV does not play
its part. Different route messages like Route Request, Route Replies and Route Errors are used
to discover and maintain links. UDP/IP is used to receive and get messages.. AODV uses a
destination sequence number for each route created by destination node for any request to the
nodes. Then Route Reply is sent back to the source node. Finally the animator in any simulation
has to be discussed. NAM is used in NS2 [13] [20].
3.2. Dynamic Source Routing (DSR)
This is an On-demand source routing protocol. In DSR the route paths are discovered
after source sends a packet to a destination node in the ad-hoc network. The source node
initially does not have a path to the destination when the first packet is sent. The DSR has two
functions first is route discovery (Figure 2) and the second is route maintenance [14]
Different DSR Algorithms
a) Route discovery.
b) Route maintenance.
Assumptions:
a) X, Y, Z, V and W form ad-hoc network.
b) X is the source node.
c) Z is the destination node.

Figure 2. Route discovery

Route discovery algorithm:
a) X broadcasts a Route Request Packet with the address of destination node Z.
b) The intermediate nodes V, W, Y receive the Route Request Packet from X, as shown in
Figure 2.
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c) The receiving nodes V, W, Y each append their own address to the Route Request Packet
and broadcast the packet (as shown in Figure 3).
d) The destination node Z receives the Route Request packet. The Route Request packet now
contains information of all the addresses of the nodes from source node X to destination
node Y.
e) On receiving the Route Request Packet the destination node Z sends a reply called the
Route Reply Packet to the source node X by traversing a path of addresses it has got from
the Route Request packet.
f) DSR caches the route information for future use.

Figure 3. Showing re-broadcasting by nodes V, W, Y

Route Maintenance algorithm [5, 8]
a) In DSR algorithm a link break is detected by a node along the path from node X to node Z,
in this case node W.
b) Then node W sends a message to source node X indicating a link break.
c) In this case, node X can use another path like X-Y- Z or it must initiate another route
discovery packet to the same destination node, in this case ‘Z’ [13] [14].

4. Conclusion
The resumption of forwarding after a link failure typically takes seconds. During this
period, some destinations could not be reached and the packets to those destinations would be
dropped. Proactive mechanism, in which routers compute and store backup paths for potential
failures before hand, and once a local link failure is detected, a router will redirect traffic to
backup paths right away instead of waiting for the completion of network-wide routing
convergence. Proactive routing has short failure recovery time and reduces the overhead of
both update propagation and path re-calculation.
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